
 
 
 
 
 
A word from the director 
 
This is a story I’ve had since high school, scribbling notes to myself in class about the characters 
and the world. Esluna is important to me because of its diversity. I want to prove that a film can 
be wildly diverse and still be great. Growing up, this was always something I wanted to see, but 
even today in sci-fi and fantasy films, live action or animated, there’s still a serious under-
representation of people of colour and LGBTQ communities. This seems so strange to me, as it’s 
the perfect opportunity to have representation across the board. Esluna is a fantastical action-
adventure, but at its core, it’s film that places its heroes in the hands of people we don’t 
normally get to see in those roles, and I think there are a lot of people out there who would like 
to see themselves represented in a story like this. I know I would. 
 
As an emerging animator and filmmaker, I’ve never had the opportunity to get help with 
animation and have always animated solely on my own. I’m currently almost done production 
on the prequel web series, a project that clocks in at over an hour of animation at 12 frames 
per second. I’ve spent six months in production on the film working every single day for 
approximately 15-18 hrs per day. I haven’t had a day off, so it has been a struggle. My hope is 
that with the opportunity afforded by Telefilm’s Talent to Watch program I can hire other 
talented emerging animators, not only to relieve my workload but also for the opportunity to 
gain experience in directing other artists, something I will need to learn in order to continue in 
this industry. 
 
All of this is why I need so badly to make Esluna: The World Beyond. It means a lot to me, and it 
will mean even more to our audience. Thank you again for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 

Denver Jackson 
 


